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Foreign Sovereign Debt Restructuring After
Argentina

Law360, New York (February 17, 2015, 10:10 AM ET) --
The impact of Argentina's prolonged dispute with the
holdouts of its defaulted debt continues to reverberate
in the context of foreign sovereign debt restructuring.
What has been called the "trial of the century" because
of its potential impact on sovereign debt issuances — a
clash between the U.S. courts and a foreign sovereign
— began in 2001 with Argentina's default. Although
Argentina eventually restructured more than 90 percent
of its $80 billion in defaulted bonds (through steep
haircuts on payments totaling up to 70 percent of some
bonds' face value), certain creditors refused to accept
the terms of repayment, igniting a long-running dispute
in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of
New York.

Suing initially (and successfully) in 2003 to obtain
judgments on their defaulted debt, the holdouts that
resisted Argentina's restructuring deals in 2005 and
2010 have searched, mostly in vain, for attachable assets to satisfy their judgments.
Unable to find any significant number of such assets, in 2010, the holdouts also began in
earnest to enjoin Argentina's payments of any of its restructured debt to other creditors as
a means of forcing a settlement.[1]

The holdouts' efforts focused on a novel interpretation of a boilerplate pari passu clause
present in the credit agreement governing the defaulted bonds. Holdouts argued that the
pari passu clause required more than the equal ranking of creditors — the most common
interpretation of the clause; it also required the equal payment of creditors, a less common
but cognizable interpretation.[2]

Judge Thomas P. Griesa of the Southern District of New York accepted this "ratable
payment" interpretation of pari passu and issued an injunction in 2012, requiring full
payment of the holdouts' judgments in tandem with any further payment on the
restructured debt — an order widely “credited” as having caused Argentina’s second
massive default in 2014 when it failed (or refused) to comply.[3]

The verdict's precedential value remains unclear, as the circumstances of the holdouts'
decadelong litigation and Argentina's decadelong defiance of court orders to repay
holdouts may ultimately serve to distinguish Argentina as a "uniquely recalcitrant debtor"
and narrow the case's application.[4] Yet, this is the first instance in which a district court
order triggered a sovereign default by barring a sovereign from paying on debt obligations
— in this instance, payments to bondholders other than the holdouts — it was willing and
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financially able to meet.

The decision already has had a significant effect on conventional thinking about the ability
of holdout creditors to pursue full recovery on defaulted debt, and, consequently, on the
drafting of sovereign bond documents.[5] Further, it has spawned at least one "copycat"
litigation in which a sovereign's creditors have sought the same "ratable payment"
interpretation and remedy on the basis of the sovereign's "course of conduct." That case,
Export-Import Bank of Republic of China v. Grenada, is set to proceed to trial this year.[6]

The narrative about the Argentine dispute has largely focused on the Southern District's
interpretation of pari passu to require a "ratable payment" of both defaulted and
restructured debt, and how this interpretation may work to incentivize creditors to disrupt
restructurings in pursuing full recovery.[7] But another interesting aspect of the case has
been the court's expectation that Argentina comply with its orders and how this has
perhaps affected the equitable remedies thus far ordered.

The court's "ratable payment" formula requires Argentina to pay the same percentage of
the holdouts' total outstanding debt as the percentage it pays of each interval interest
payment owed on its restructured debt, i.e., if 100 percent of a semi-annual interest
payment is made on the restructured debt, 100 percent of the holdouts' total outstanding
debt must be paid as well.[8] This formula, derived as an equitable remedy on pain of
contempt, seems to stem principally from the court’s view that Argentina had failed to
honor its debt as a "good" debtor would.

As Judge Griesa noted, "[i]t is the view of the District Court that these threats of defiance
[by Argentina in refusing to pay what the court ordered it to pay] cannot go by unheeded,
and that action is called for."[9] The court ruled in this case, likely as it would have had
any other commercial debtor been before it: Argentina was held responsible "[n]o less
than any other entity entering into a commercial transaction."[10] But sovereigns are
unlike "any other entity," commercial debtor or market participant, and to treat them as
such often yields perverse consequences for everyone but the sovereign.

In the Argentine dispute, several third parties have borne significant costs in the court's
attempt to corral Argentina's behavior. This includes a multitude of banks and financial
institutions involved in the payment process that have been compelled to litigate the
applicability of the injunction to them (or threats of contempt sanctions against them)
when they received payments from Argentina,[11] many millions of Argentines who are
feeling the economic consequences of the country’s second default and, most obviously,
the bondholders on whose restructured securities Argentina has been enjoined from paying
and now again defaulted.[12] Worse, despite the exacting costs to these third parties,
Argentina has continued to resist the court's orders, even following a second default and
contempt proceedings.

That Argentina would choose to enter into as extreme a situation as default, and later
contempt proceedings, rather than abide the court's orders and expectations suggests that
sovereigns will not (and perhaps cannot) comply with the fiction of the "good" or ordinary
commercial debtor when they lack the resources, in the sovereign’s view, to meet both
court judgments and the social or economic needs of their populations.

To base a remedy on the failure of Argentina or any sovereign to comply with the court's
expectations of ordinary commercial debtors ignores the unique circumstances and
obligations of sovereigns. There is no doubt that Argentina or any sovereign should be held
responsible for its debts and that the “rule of law” cannot go unheeded, but no one — not
even courts or the "rule of law," which may be necessarily flouted — is served by the
fiction that a sovereign will (or can) comply with the expectation of being an ordinary
commercial debtor.
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The “trial of the century” raises the question of how to develop effective remedies or
compulsion in sovereign cases without holding third parties hostage. This dilemma may
transcend the judicial sphere and lie with other branches of government — or
intergovernmental spaces.[13[ U.S. courts have historically recognized that the executive
branch takes the lead in handling affairs involving sovereigns,[14] despite judicial
authority to review sovereign acts and their import to the U.S.[15]

Today however, sovereigns may continue to find themselves before courts and possibly
under scrutiny for their compliance with court orders. Given this situation, when
negotiating the governing laws for an international bond issuance, sovereigns and their
creditors should consider the expectations of certain U.S. courts that sovereigns behave
like ordinary commercial debtors when brought before a court. Sovereigns also should note
that this view may not be universal. Other judicial authorities, such as those of the U.K.,
may charter a different course on these issues that better aligns with the realpolitik of
sovereignty.[16]

The fallout from the Argentine bond litigation is far from clear — it may in fact take years
to become apparent. In the meantime, markets, sovereigns[17] and international
institutions,[18] including the U.N. General Assembly[19] and the International Monetary
Fund,[20] have addressed the specific contract drafting issues of the pari passu clause
such that, going forward, sovereigns may avoid the "ratable payment" interpretation that
landed Argentina in its current predicament.

The Argentine case may ultimately prove an outlier, with Argentina's behavior (or the
desire to effectuate its orders) informing the court's decision, more than representing any
clear precedent or rule.[21] Yet, the rhetoric and expectations that led to Argentina's
situation persist — a fact that sovereigns would be wise to remember.
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